
APPS	  TO	  BE	  WARY	  OF	  
	  

Name Description	   Icon	  

Audio 
Manager 

Nothing to do with managing music! App with lock screen 
for hiding other messages, photos, videos, and apps.  

	  

Calculator%. 
 

Calculator icon posing as something it isn’t. Apps look like 
a normal calculator app but when teens push a button 
within the app they can hide all inappropriate pictures 

	  

Vaulty 
Vaulty will not only store photos and videos away from 
parental spying eyes, but it also will snap a photo of 
anyone who tries to access the “vault” with the wrong 
password.  

	  

Burn Note 
Erases messages after a set period of time. Displays one 
word at a time. Kids are prone to be more bold in what they 
say when the message is “secret”. 
 	  

Line 
It’s an all-in-one mobile hub for chatting, sharing photos 
and videos; free texting and video calls too.  Hidden chat 
feature that can rack up charges in app purchases. 

	  

Omegle 
Converse online with random strangers.  Need there be 
more said? 
 

	  

Blender 

Meet new people through GPS location services. You can 
message, exchange photos and videos, and rate the 
“hotness” of other users. 
 

	  

Yik Yak 

"The anonymous social wall for anything and everything"  
•  Posts are called "Yaks"  
•  Users are called “Yakkers” 
•  Posts are voted up or down and disappear  	  

Tinder 

“Dating application, aka hook up app, that lets you meet 
strangers in your local proximity and chat prior to meeting 
up.  Said to be changing the mating habits of the world. 

	  



Ask.fm 
Question and answer format. Can connect with friends or 
anonymous people. Prone to cyberbullying. 

	  

Kik 
High speed texting app. Linked to abductions, rapes, and 
murders. 

	  

Voxer 

Walkie-talkie PTT (push-to-talk) app with quick exchange 
voice messaging 
PROBLEM: Hurtful messages from cyberbullies can be 
played repeatedly 
 	  

SnapChat 

Photos and videos that disappear w/in 10 seconds after 
received and opened 
PROBLEMS: Used for sexting. 
Photos can be screenshot and shared. 
 

	  

Poke 

Facebook app similar to snapchat. 
“Self-destruct” within seconds but can be screenshot. 
Ages 4+ (Facebook ages 13+) 
PROBLEM:  Platform for sexting 
 

	  

Vine 

Twitter mobile app with shoot and share short loops of 
video (6 sec or less). 
17+ but children and teens download 
PROBLEM: Search feature that allows kids to find nudity, 
sex, drug use, offensive language, hardcore sexuality, etc. 
 

	  

Whisper 
Anonymous accounts to share secrets with strangers. 
Text, image, etc messages or confessions 
Shows location. 
 

	  

Tumblr 
Photo and Video Sharing App 
PROBLEMS 
All content public until difficult security settings completed. 
Glorification of self-harm and eating disorders 

	  

Instagram 
Photo share 
Comments allowed 

	  
	  


